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Have you ever walked into a house that just didn’t feel right?
While physicists debate the mechanics, science now agrees with psychics that we each
affect the world, and each other, with our emotions! As strange as it may sound (and
feel), some situations can be overpowering. “People whose homes hold lasting
impressions of the deaths or trauma of the previous owners can be seriously affected, and
admitting to it can put them at odds with rationality. Ghosts or no ghosts, my clients find
themselves affected by the feelings of their new homes, and frequently adjust their lives
to suit them.” So explains author Sheldon Norberg, who details the phenomena in his
remarkable new book, Healing Houses – My Work as a Psychic House Cleaner.
Healing Houses maps out a sophisticated metaphysical perspective and traces its
development through case studies of dozens of the houses Norberg has worked in during
his 20-year psychic career. Whether discussing his training in the feminine first field of
Intuition Medicine®, giving a global overview of house healing practices, or offering
house healing basics to his readers, Norberg’s wry wit shines through. But it is his
compassion, for his clients, their homes, and for those whose remnant energy has
manifested in some unforeseeable way, that makes this book a healing odyssey.
“Sheldon has a unique intuitive skill set - the ability to detect and identify energy patterns held
within a space. Along with this, he has formulated a process to shift aberrant energy patterns in
order to induce clarity. Some intuitives heal people- Sheldon heals houses.”
Francesca McCartney, PhD
Founder, Academy of Intuition Medicine® & Energy Medicine University

Healing Houses, from North Mountain Publishing, will be available this Fall.
ISBN 978-0967623160, Price - $16.95, 186 pp
Attend Norberg’s Virtual Book Tour on a computer near you!
Find out more about workshops, or schedule a healing for your own home.
For complete information, come to www.HealingHouses.com.
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